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What GAO Found

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has various documents and a database that describe parts of the Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture (VistA); however, the department does not have a comprehensive definition for the system. For example, VA has identified components that comprise VistA, identified interfaces related to the system, and collected system user guides and installation manuals. VA has also conducted analyses to better understand customization of VistA components at various medical facilities. Nevertheless, the existing information and analyses do not provide a thorough understanding of the local customizations reflected in about 130 versions of VistA that support health care delivery at more than 1,500 sites. Program officials stated that they have not been able to fully define VistA due to the decentralization of the development of the system for more than 30 years. Cerner’s contract to provide a new electronic health record system to VA calls for the company to conduct comprehensive assessments to identify site-specific requirements where its system is planned to be deployed. Three site assessments have been completed and additional assessments are planned. If these assessments provide a thorough understanding of the 130 VistA versions, the department should be able to define VistA and be better positioned to transition to the new system.

VA identified costs for VistA and its related activities adding up to approximately $913.7 million, $664.3 million, and $711.1 million in fiscal years 2015, 2016, and 2017, respectively—for a total of about $2.3 billion over the 3 years. However, of the $2.3 billion, the department was only able to demonstrate that approximately $1 billion of these costs were sufficiently reliable. In addition, the department omitted VistA-related costs from the total. The lack of a sufficiently reliable and comprehensive total cost for VistA is due in part to not following a well-documented methodology that describes how the department determined the costs for the system. As a result of incomplete cost data and data that could not be determined to be sufficiently reliable, the department, legislators, and the public do not have a complete understanding of how much it has cost to develop and maintain VistA. Further, VA lacks the information needed to make decisions on sustaining the many versions of the system.

VA has initiated a number of actions to prepare for the transition from VistA to the Cerner system. These actions include taking steps to establish and begin to staff a program office, forming a governance structure, conducting assessments at the initial sites, preparing program plans to guide the initial system implementation, and setting a program baseline to help guide implementation at the initial sites. The department’s actions in these important areas are ongoing. Additional actions are in progress to address GAO’s September 2018 recommendation that VA clearly define the role and responsibilities of the joint Department of Defense (DOD) and VA Interagency Program Office in the department’s governance plans for the new electronic health record system. VA intends to continue maturing and fully establishing a program management organization and a program governance structure to track program progress.

What GAO Recommends

GAO is recommending that VA develop and implement a methodology for reliably identifying and reporting the total costs of VistA. VA agreed with the recommendation.
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House of Representatives

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) manages one of the largest health care delivery systems in the United States, providing a continuum of health care services to more than 9 million veterans at sites throughout the United States, the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, American Samoa, Guam, and the Philippines. VA’s health information system—the Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture (VistA)—has been essential to the department’s ability to deliver health care to veterans. However, this technically complex system has been in operation for more than 30 years, is costly to maintain, and does not fully support VA’s need to electronically exchange health records with other organizations, such as the Department of Defense (DOD) and private health care providers.

VA has been challenged in the past by its various attempts to modernize VistA, and its efforts have fallen short of completion at a high cost to the department. In June 2017, VA’s former Secretary announced that the department would redirect its modernization efforts to replace the VistA electronic health record (EHR). ¹ In doing so, VA planned to adopt the same system that DOD is currently acquiring—Cerner Millennium—a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) product.

You asked us to review key aspects of VistA and VA’s plans for acquiring the new Cerner system. Our specific objectives for this engagement were to: (1) determine the extent to which VA has defined VistA, (2) evaluate VA’s annual costs to develop and sustain VistA, and (3) describe the actions VA has taken to transition from VistA to the Cerner system.

¹An EHR is a collection of information about the health of an individual or the care provided, such as patient demographics, progress notes, problems, medications, vital signs, past medical history, immunizations, laboratory data, and radiology reports.
To address the first objective, we examined VA documentation, which officials familiar with VistA have cited as sources that define the system. These documents included the VA Monograph, reports from the VA Systems Inventory, and documents listed in the VA Software Document Library. We also examined the VistA Product Roadmap, which described modernization plans and achievements related to VistA.

Further, we reviewed the results of additional efforts undertaken by the department to define VistA. For example, we reviewed analyses that the department undertook to identify VistA components to be replaced by the Cerner System and the department’s visual mapping of VistA. We then compared the extent to which VA has defined VistA with elements for defining information technology (IT) systems described in GAO’s Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government and our Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide. In addition, we reviewed Electronic Health Records Modernization (EHRM) Program documentation related to site visits that the department and Cerner have conducted at initial operating capability sites and planned for future sites. Finally, we supplemented our work with interviews of officials in VA’s Office of Information and Technology (OIT), Veterans Health Administration (VHA), and the EHRM program office.

To address the second objective, we examined cost data provided by OIT and VHA that was associated with the development and sustainment (operation and maintenance) of VistA for fiscal years 2015, 2016, and 2017. The scope of our work focused on these 3 prior fiscal years because development and sustainment cost information for full fiscal years should have been available during the time period in which we conducted our evaluation.

Specifically, we examined documentation of the total costs for these 3 years, including source data provided by the department for each category of cost identified, to assess the reliability of the supporting data consistent with best practices described in GAO’s Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide. We also examined the documentation and controls related to the IT systems that VA identified as the sources of these cost
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The systems included OIT’s Budget Tracking Tool and VA’s Financial Management System.

Further, we discussed with knowledgeable EHRM program officials the nature of the cost data, the rationale for why each cost line item was included, and any anomalies (e.g., missing data and calculation errors) found during our analysis. In addition, we interviewed OIT and VHA subject matter experts and vendors identified by VA to further understand the methodology that the department used to identify or estimate VistA costs.

This report includes specific VistA-related cost totals for which OIT and VHA were able to sufficiently demonstrate the reliability of the program data. For other costs in which we were not able to make a reliability determination, we have summarized and reported those to provide context for the magnitude of the total costs.4

To address the third objective, we examined the department’s decision memorandums and charters establishing the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization and the EHRM program to manage VA’s transition from VistA to Cerner. We also examined VA’s plans to establish a structure for governing technical and functional issues and joint decisions that arise with DOD. To understand how the office intended to manage the transition from VistA to the commercial system, we reviewed the site assessment reports to understand how the reports were used to refine the scope of work. We reviewed the EHRM Program Management Plan and subordinate plans used to guide the program. We also examined documentation supporting establishment of the initial program baseline. We supplemented our documentation reviews with information obtained through interviews with VA officials including the Executive Director and Chief Technology and Integration Officer for the EHRM program. Appendix I provides a more detailed discussion of our objectives, scope, and methodology.

4This report does not conclude that the data are unreliable, only that a reliability determination could not be made during the course of our work. We were not able to make a reliability determination in all cost categories due to a variety of reasons, including changes in VA’s estimation methodology over the course of the work, lack of sufficient source data presented by VA for evaluation, and lack of clarity in how the department defines VistA.
We conducted this performance audit from August 2017 through July 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Background

VA’s mission is to promote the health, welfare, and dignity of all veterans in recognition of their service to the nation by ensuring that they receive medical care, benefits, social support, and lasting memorials. In carrying out this mission, the department manages one of the largest health care delivery systems in the United States that provides enrolled veterans with a full range of services. These services may include primary care; mental health care; and outpatient, inpatient, and residential treatment. VHA, one of the department’s three major components, is responsible for overseeing the provision of health care at all VA medical facilities.

IT is widely used and critically important to supporting the department in delivering health care to veterans. As such, VA operates and maintains an IT infrastructure that is intended to provide the backbone necessary to meet the day-to-day operational needs of its medical centers and other critical systems supporting the department’s mission. The infrastructure is to provide for data storage, transmission, and communications requirements necessary to ensure the delivery of reliable, available, and responsive support to all VA staff offices and administration customers, as well as veterans.

VistA’s Role at VA

VA’s health information system—VistA—has been essential to the department’s ability to deliver health care to veterans. VistA was
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5Outpatient clinics are health care settings in which patients receive services without being admitted overnight, such as a primary care clinic. Inpatient units are health care settings in which patients are admitted and require at least one overnight stay. Residential treatment programs provide rehabilitative and clinical care to veterans for a wide range of illnesses or rehabilitative care needs which may include mental health and substance use disorders, co-occurring medical conditions, and psychosocial needs. The care through these residential treatment programs is provided 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

6The two other components tasked with carrying out VA’s mission are the Veterans Benefits Administration and the National Cemetery Administration. In addition to providing health care services such as primary care and specialized care, VHA performs research and development.
developed based on the collaboration between staff in the VA medical facilities and VHA IT personnel. Specifically, clinicians and IT personnel at the various VA medical facilities collaborated to define the system’s requirements and, in certain cases, carried out its development and implementation. As a result of these efforts, the system has been in operation since the early 1980s.7

VistA supports a complex set of clinical and administrative capabilities. It is comprised of an architecture that ties together servers and personal computer workstations with various applications within VA facilities and the supporting infrastructure, such as data centers, storage, and messaging technologies. The core system and database code are programmed in the MUMPS programming language.8 Among other things, VistA contains an EHR for each patient and supports clinics and medical centers.

In addition, the system provides functionality beyond the EHR and exchanges information with many other applications and interfaces. For example, the system also provides the functionality of a time and attendance program, asset management system, library, and billing system, among other things.

Users interact with VistA through a number of interfaces that connect stored health data. These interfaces enable the system to communicate (send or exchange data) with other VA systems, as well as with other federal agencies (e.g., DOD), health information exchange networks, and COTS products. According to OIT officials, applications either interface with VistA directly through a messaging protocol9 or extract data from the system via a reporting mechanism.

The Computerized Patient Record System is a graphical user interface to VistA that runs on workstations, laptops, and tablets and enables the department to support clinical workflows. Specifically, the Computerized
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7VistA began operation in 1983 as the Decentralized Hospital Computer Program. In 1996, the name of the system was changed to the Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture, referred to as VistA.

8The Massachusetts General Hospital Utility Multi-Programming System, now referred to as M, or MUMPS.

9VistA uses, for example, application programming interfaces, remote procedure calls, and Health Level 7 messaging to communicate with COTS software, selected IT systems of other federal agencies, and health information exchange networks.
Patient Record System enables the department to create and update an individual EHR for each VA patient. Among other things, clinicians can order lab tests, medications, diets, radiology tests, and procedures; record a patient’s allergies or adverse reactions to medications; request and track consults; enter progress notes, diagnoses, and treatments for each encounter; and enter discharge summaries.

The Joint Legacy Viewer is another web-based graphical user interface, first released in 2013, that was developed jointly by VA and DOD. This tool provides a near real-time, integrated, and chronological view of EHR information contained in VistA and existing DOD systems, as well as data from some third-party providers. The Joint Legacy Viewer allows VA clinicians to view a read-only display of patient data from DOD as well as from a number of other medical providers.

According to VHA officials, there are also more than 100 COTS products that interface with VistA. In addition to these commercial products, medical equipment or devices at local facilities may also require interfaces to the system, and these vary on a site-by-site basis.

Over the last several decades, VistA has evolved into a technically complex system that supports health care delivery at more than 1,500 locations, including VA Medical Centers, outpatient clinics, community living centers, and VA vet centers. Customization of the system by local facilities has resulted in about 130 clinical versions of VistA—referred to as instances.

According to the department, no two VistA instances are identical. Further, each instance is comprised of over 27,400 routines (executable modules of code), which are logically grouped into products or modules. VistA products or modules can also be comprised of one or more software applications that support health care functions, such as providing care coordination and mental health services. The department
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10 The VHA Business Function Framework (Version 2.11, May 2016) is the department’s architectural model that describes the core functions related to delivering health care services and supporting the needs of veterans, health care providers, and resource partners.

11 A customization might include modifications required to address state and local laws regarding health care, such as those related to the inputs, outputs, and data required to produce a death certificate. A clinical VistA instance includes the EHR. There are a limited number of VistA instances that do not support clinical functions.
reported that there are approximately 140 to 200 products or modules that comprise the system.\textsuperscript{12}

The 130 clinical instances of VistA are operated from four regional VA data centers.\textsuperscript{13} Users interact with the system through the Computerized Patient Record System. Aggregated clinical data from every instance of the system are located on servers hosted at VA’s National Data Center.\textsuperscript{14}

Over time, VA has identified the need for enhancements and modifications to VistA in order to ensure that the system keeps up with current technology and health care delivery. However, according to the department, the system has become difficult and costly to maintain. This is a result of, for example, being programmed in MUMPS, a language for which there is a dwindling supply of qualified software developers. It is also due to years of decentralized customization of the system by staff members who were permitted to develop and implement applications at the local level.

OIT and VHA serve as the technical and functional leaders, respectively, for the department’s health care delivery and, together, they have worked to develop and maintain VistA for decades. Specifically, OIT is responsible for managing the majority of VA’s IT-related functions. The office provides strategy and technical direction, guidance, and policy related to how IT resources are to be acquired and managed for the department.

According to the department, OIT’s mission is to collaborate with its business partners (such as VHA) and provide a seamless, unified veteran experience through the delivery of state-of-the-art technology. The Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology/Chief Information Officer (CIO) serves as the head of OIT and is responsible for providing leadership for the department’s IT activities.

\textsuperscript{12}Within VistA, nationally released and supported software are referred to by VA as Class I software. In addition, instances may also be comprised of Class II (regionally deployed and supported) and Class III (locally deployed and supported) software.

\textsuperscript{13}According to VA officials, there are about 39 additional instances of VistA that are older and nonoperational but contain records and must be maintained or have their data migrated for maintenance.

\textsuperscript{14}The National Data Center is located in Austin, Texas.
The CIO also advises the Secretary regarding the execution of VA’s IT systems appropriation, consistent with the Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act.\footnote{Provisions in IT acquisition reform legislation (commonly referred to as the Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act, or FITARA) require covered executive branch agencies, including VA, to ensure that the CIO has a significant role in the decisionmaking process for IT budgeting, and in the management, governance, and oversight processes related to IT. See \textit{Carl Levin and Howard P. ‘Buck’ McKeon National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2015}, Pub. L. No. 113-291, div. A, title VIII, subtitle D, 128 Stat. 3292, 3438-3450 (Dec. 19, 2014).} For fiscal year 2019, the department has been appropriated $4.1 billion for IT. According to VA’s budget documentation, about $1.2 billion of this amount is intended to support IT staffing and associated costs for approximately 8,100 full-time employees.

VHA provides information and expertise to OIT to support the department’s health-related information systems. For example, VHA officials help identify clinical and business needs used to inform IT requirements development.\footnote{\textit{VHA is responsible for the Medical Support and Compliance budget, which includes “necessary expenses in the administration of the medical, hospital, nursing home, domiciliary, construction, supply, and research activities, as authorized by law...”}.} The Under Secretary for Health is the head of VHA and is supported by the Principal Deputy Under Secretary for Health, four Deputy Under Secretaries for Health, and nine Assistant Deputy Under Secretaries for Health.

Over nearly 2 decades, VA pursued multiple efforts to modernize VistA. However, these efforts were abandoned due to expectations of high costs and challenges to ensuring interoperability of health data.\footnote{According to the Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT within the Department of Health and Human Services, interoperability is the ability of systems to exchange electronic health information and the ability to use the electronic health information that has been exchanged from other systems without special effort on the part of the user. Similarly, the \textit{National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2014} (Pub. L. No. 113-66, Div. A, Title VII, § 713, 127 Stat. 672, 794-798 (Dec. 26, 2013)) defines interoperability, as used in the provision governing the VA and DOD’s EHRs, as “the ability of different electronic health records systems or software to meaningfully exchange information in real time and provide useful results to one or more systems.”}

Beginning in December 2013, the department initiated VistA Evolution, a joint program between OIT and VHA that focused on implementing a collection of projects to improve the efficiency and quality of veterans’
health care. Specifically, it focused on modernizing the VistA system, increasing the department’s data exchange and interoperability with DOD and private sector health care partners, and reducing the time it takes to deploy new health information management capabilities. The VistA 4 Roadmap was the key plan that the department used to guide VistA Evolution. According to this plan, VistA Evolution was intended to result in lower costs for system upgrades, maintenance, and sustainment.

As part of VistA Evolution, the department initiated work to, among other things, standardize VistA instances; expand the use and functionality of the Joint Legacy Viewer; and release enhancements to legacy scheduling, pharmacy, and immunization systems. For example, one focus of the VistA Evolution program over the last several years was to standardize a core set of the system’s modules which, according to the department, account for about 60 percent of VistA.

As part of these efforts, the department implemented a process to assess variances in the system at individual sites. According to OIT officials, this process led to more standardization of the code, where possible, and also allowed sites to apply for a waiver if there was a need to continue to operate a nonstandardized VistA instance.

Although VistA Evolution was intended to modernize aspects of the system through December 2018, the planned scope of work was reduced as VA redirected the department’s efforts. Specifically, in June 2017, the former VA Secretary announced a significant shift in the department’s approach to modernizing VistA. Rather than continue to use the system, the Secretary stated that the department planned to acquire the same
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18A former Executive in Charge for Information and Technology testified in December 2017 that the cost to upgrade and maintain VistA to industry standards would be approximately $19 billion over 10 years, and this still would not provide all the needed enhancements, upgrades, and interoperability with DOD.
EHR system that DOD is acquiring—Cerner Millennium. According to the department, it has chosen to acquire this product because Cerner Millennium should allow the entire department’s and DOD’s patient data to reside in one system, thus, potentially reducing or eliminating the manual and electronic exchange and reconciliation of data between two separate systems.

Accordingly, the department awarded an indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity contract to Cerner in May 2018 for a maximum amount of $10 billion over 10 years. Cerner is to replace the 130 instances of VistA with a standard COTS system to be implemented across VA. This new system is to support a broad range of health care functions including acute care, clinical decision support, dental care, and emergency medicine. When implemented, the new system will be expected to become the authoritative source of clinical data to support improved health, patient safety, and quality of care provided by VA.

The EHRM program is responsible for managing the Cerner contract implementation. As of June 2019, the department had issued eight task orders to Cerner to:

- provide project management and planning support services,
- conduct site assessments at the initial operating capability sites,
- host the Cerner system and supporting data,
- perform data migration and enterprise interface development,

In July 2015, DOD awarded a $4.3 billion contract for a commercial EHR system developed by Cerner—Cerner Millennium—to be known as MHS GENESIS. The transition to the new system began in February 2017 in the Pacific Northwest region of the United States and is expected to be completed in 2022. The former Secretary of VA signed a “Determination and Findings,” to justify use of the public interest exception to the requirement for full and open competition, and authorized VA to issue a solicitation directly to Cerner. A “Determination and Findings” means a special form of written approval by an authorized official that is required by statute or regulation as a prerequisite to taking certain contract actions. The “determination” is a conclusion or decision supported by the “findings.” The findings are statements of fact or rationale essential to support the determination and must cover each requirement of the statute or regulation. FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 1.701.

Hosting is providing a data center for the single production instance of the Cerner system.
• develop a functional baseline,\textsuperscript{21}
• deploy the Cerner system at the initial operating capability sites,
• analyze, design, and develop a technical baseline, and
• provide additional interface development.

For fiscal year 2019, the program was appropriated about $1.1 billion for planning and managing the transition from VistA to Cerner.\textsuperscript{22} VA’s Office of the Deputy Secretary approves spending on EHRM activities according to the appropriation. Further, according to the department, funds are tracked as a major IT investment on the Office of Management and Budget’s Federal IT Dashboard.\textsuperscript{23}

According to VA documentation, the EHRM program is to provide management support and the infrastructure modernization required to install and operate the new system.\textsuperscript{24} Further, the department has estimated that an additional $6.1 billion in funding, above the Cerner contract amount, will be needed to fund additional project management support supplied by outside contractors, government labor costs, and infrastructure improvements over the 10-year contract period. Each VA medical facility is expected to continue using VistA until the new system has been deployed.

VA plans to deploy the new EHR system at three initial operating capability sites within 18 months of October 1, 2018,\textsuperscript{25} with a phased implementation of the remaining sites over the next decade. The three

\textsuperscript{21}Work related to developing a functional baseline for the EHRM solution includes, among other things, workflow, training, and change management tasks

\textsuperscript{22}The EHRM appropriation is in addition to the $4.1 billion appropriated for IT in 2019.

\textsuperscript{23}A major IT investment means a system or an acquisition requiring special management attention because it has significant importance to the mission or function of the government; significant program or policy implications; high executive visibility; high development, operating, or maintenance costs; an unusual funding mechanism; or is defined as major by the agency’s capital planning and investment control process. The Federal IT Dashboard is the public website administered by the Office of Management and Budget that reports performance and supporting data for major IT investments.

\textsuperscript{24}Cerner representatives conducted preliminary site assessments to obtain a general understanding of the current state of systems, applications, integration points, reporting, and workflows being utilized at various facilities.

\textsuperscript{25}Initial operating capability is the contract milestone in which the system is intended to meet minimum operational capabilities.
initial deployment sites, located in the Pacific Northwest, are the Mann-Grandstaff, American Lake, and Seattle VA Medical Centers and related clinical facilities that operate the same instances of VistA. These are the first locations where the system is expected to “go live.”

The task order to deploy the Cerner system at the three initial sites provides a detailed description of the steps Cerner needs to take in order to reach initial operating capability at the Mann-Grandstaff site in March 2020, and at the Seattle and American Lake sites in April 2020. According to the schedule, the initial operating capability sites are expected to be operational by July 2020.

In 2015, we designated VA health care as a high-risk area for the federal government, and we continue to be concerned about the department’s ability to ensure that its resources are being used cost-effectively and efficiently to improve veterans’ timely access to health care.26 In part, we identified limitations in the capacity of VA’s existing IT systems, including the outdated, inefficient nature of key systems and a lack of system interoperability, as contributors to the department’s challenges related to health care. In our 2019 update to the high-risk series, we stressed that VA should demonstrate commitment to addressing its IT challenges by stabilizing senior leadership, building capacity, and finalizing its action plan for addressing our recommendations and establishing metrics and mechanisms for assessing and reporting progress.

We have also issued numerous reports over the last decade that highlighted the challenges facing VA in modernizing VistA and improving EHR interoperability with DOD.\textsuperscript{27} For example,

- Between July 2008 and January 2010, we issued a series of reports related to provisions included in the \textit{National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008} that required VA and DOD to, among other things, jointly develop and implement fully interoperable EHR systems or capabilities and establish an Interagency Program Office to be a single point of accountability for their efforts.\textsuperscript{28} These reports summarized progress made over time to set up the program office, but also noted that the office was not positioned to function as a single point of accountability for the delivery of the future interoperable capabilities that the departments were planning.\textsuperscript{29}


\textsuperscript{28}According to the act, the office was given the function of implementing, by September 30, 2009, EHR systems or capabilities that would allow for full interoperability of personal health care information between the departments. Pub. L. No. 110-181, § 1635, 122 Stat. 3, 460-463 (2008).

\textsuperscript{29}GAO-08-954, GAO-09-268, GAO-09-775, and GAO-10-332.
In March 2011, the Secretaries of VA and DOD committed the two departments to the development of a new common integrated electronic health record (iEHR) system and, in May 2012, announced their goal of implementing it across the departments by 2017. However, in February 2014, we reported on the departments’ decision to abandon their plans for the iEHR. Specifically, we reported that the Secretaries of VA and DOD, citing challenges in the cost and schedule for developing the iEHR, had announced that they would not continue with the new system and would, instead, pursue separate efforts to modernize or replace their existing systems and work to ensure interoperability between them.

Further, we reported that the departments had not addressed management barriers to effectively collaborate on their joint health IT efforts. We made recommendations regarding, among other things, developing a plan to describe the schedule, cost, and roles and responsibilities for the organizations within VA and DOD involved in acquiring, developing, and implementing the EHR systems. The departments agreed with these recommendations and took steps to address them.

We reported in August 2015 that VA and DOD, with guidance from the Interagency Program Office, had taken actions to increase interoperability between their EHR systems. However, the office had not yet specified outcome-oriented metrics and established related goals that are important to gauging the impact that interoperability capabilities have on improving health care services for shared patients. As a result, we made several recommendations to VA and DOD to address these deficiencies and the departments agreed with them. VA, DOD, and the Interagency Program Office subsequently took actions that addressed the recommendations.

In a June 2018 testimony, we noted that VA had undertaken important analyses to better understand the scope of VistA and identify capabilities that can be provided by the Cerner system. The department also had other key activities underway, such as establishing program governance and EHRM program planning. We noted that critical success factors could serve as a model of best

30 GAO-14-302.
31 GAO-15-530.
32 GAO-18-636T.
practices that VA could apply to enhance the likelihood that the acquisition of the new system would be successfully achieved.

- Further, in a September 2018 testimony, we summarized our previously reported findings on the establishment and evolution of the DOD/VA Interagency Program Office, which has been involved in various approaches to increase health information interoperability between the departments. We noted that the office had not been effectively positioned to function as the single point of accountability for the departments’ EHR system interoperability efforts as called for in the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008.

As a result of these findings, we recommended that VA clearly define the role and responsibilities of the Interagency Program Office within the governance plans for acquisition of the department’s new EHR system. The department agreed with the recommendation and stated that the Joint Executive Council, a joint governance body comprised of leadership for both VA and DOD, had approved a role for the office. However, as of June 2019, additional work was ongoing to clarify the role of the Interagency Program Office in VA’s EHR acquisition.

In order to maintain internal control activities over an IT system and its related infrastructure, organizations should be able to define physical and performance characteristics of the system, including descriptions of the components and the interfaces. Further, consistent with GAO’s Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide, a comprehensive system definition should identify customization and the environment in which the system operates. While defining a complex IT system can be challenging, having an adequate understanding of its characteristics will better position the organization to comprehensively project and account for costs over the life of a system or program as well as identify specific technical and program risks. Definition of VistA remains important because VA plans to continue using the system during the department’s decade-long transition to the Cerner system.

VA Has Undertaken Efforts to Define VistA, but Additional Work Remains

---
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VA maintains multiple documents and a database that describe parts of VistA, including various components and interfaces. However, despite these existing sources, OIT officials acknowledged that there is no comprehensive definition of the VistA system. Consequently, VA has completed a number of efforts to better define VistA and understand the environment in which it operates and additional work is planned in the future.

Specifically, VA has documented descriptions of the system, including the components that comprise it. These descriptions are documented in multiple sources: the VA Monograph, VA Systems Inventory, and VA Document Library.

- The **VA Monograph** is a document maintained by OIT that provides an overview of VistA and non-VistA applications used by VHA.\(^{37}\) According to VHA officials, the **VA Monograph** is the primary document that describes the components of the system. The Monograph describes VistA in terms of modules. For modules identified, including VistA modules, information such as the associated business functions, VA Systems Inventory identification number, and a link to the VA Document Library for additional technical information are provided.

- The **VA Systems Inventory** is a database maintained by OIT that identifies current IT systems at the department, including systems and interfaces related to VistA.\(^{38}\) For systems identified, the database includes information such as the system name, the system status (i.e., active, in development, or inactive), and related system interfaces.

- The **VA Document Library** is an online resource for accessing documentation (i.e., user guides and installation manuals) on the department’s nationally released software applications, including VistA.\(^{39}\)

---


\(^{38}\)VA, VA Directive 6404: Department of Veterans Affairs VA Systems Inventory (VASI) (Washington, D.C., Feb. 23, 2016). According to VA Directive 6404, VASI is the authoritative data source for VA’s IT systems. OIT is responsible for the development and sustainment of the VA Systems Inventory.

\(^{39}\)The VA Document Library includes links to documentation on VA software organized into the following categories: Clinical, Infrastructure, Financial-Administrative, HealtheVet, and Benefits.
VA has also taken steps to further define the system in its efforts to understand VistA and the environment in which it operates. For example, EHRM program officials recognized the need to further understand the customization of VistA components at the various medical facilities and have conducted analyses to do so. These analyses include:

- **Variance analysis:** As part of its VistA Evolution program, which has focused on standardizing a core set of VistA functionality, the department implemented a process to compare the instances of VistA installed at sites to the Enterprise Standard version. The results of this analysis allowed the department to assess the criticality of each variance, which is expected to help with VA’s transition to the Cerner system.

- **Module analysis:** EHRM program subject matter experts undertook an analysis that involved reviewing and assessing capabilities provided by VistA modules. This analysis enabled department officials to determine whether the capability provided by a VistA module could be provided by the Cerner system, or whether another COTS solution would be required to support this function going forward.

- **Visual mapping:** EHRM program officials also directed an analysis that involved developing a notional visual mapping of VA’s health care applications, components, and supporting systems within the health delivery environment. The results of this analysis provided a description of the current state of one instance of VistA and the VA health environment, which is intended to inform the department of possible opportunities for business process and IT improvements as it proceeds with the Cerner acquisition.

Nevertheless, even with these analyses, VA has not yet fully defined VistA, including, for example, identifying performance characteristics of the system and describing the environment in which it operates. The department’s three sources that describe VistA and the additional analyses undertaken do not provide insight into site specific customizations of the system. For example, the VA Monograph does not include information on module customization at local facilities. In addition, according to OIT officials, the systems inventory does not reflect differences among the 130 different instances of VistA and does not take into consideration regional and local customizations of related

---

40 The Enterprise Standard version of VistA represents the compilation of different historical releases of VistA where patches have been installed.
components. Further, the visual mapping analysis noted that there was not full insight of the intertwined structure of data and applications or the various local customizations of VistA.

EHRM program officials stated that they have not been able to fully define VistA and understand all local customizations due to the decentralization of the development of the system and its evolution over more than 30 years. They explained that VistA’s complexity is partly due to the various instances of the system, compounded by local customizations, which have resulted in differences in VistA instances operating at various facilities.

According to EHRM program documentation, Cerner’s contract calls for the company to conduct comprehensive assessments to capture the current state of technical and clinical operations at specific facilities, as well as identify site-specific requirements where the Cerner system is planned to be deployed. As of June 2019, Cerner had completed site assessments for the three initial operating capability sites in the Pacific Northwest and had planned additional assessments at future deployment sites. The initial site assessments included, among other things, an assessment of the unique VistA instances and the environment in which the system operates. The continuation of planned site assessments should provide a thorough understanding of the 130 VistA versions, help the department better define VistA, and position it for transitioning from VistA to Cerner’s COTS solution.
When using public funds, an agency must employ effective management practices in order to let legislators, management, and the public know the costs of programs and whether they are achieving their goals. To make those evaluations for a program or for a system as large and complex as VistA, a complete understanding of the system and reliable cost information is required.41 By following a methodology and utilizing reliable data, an agency can ensure that all costs are fully accounted for, which in turn, better informs management decisions, establishes a cost baseline, and enhances understanding of a system’s performance and return on investment.42

Fundamental characteristics of reliable costs are that they should be accurate (unbiased, not overly conservative or optimistic), well-documented (supportable with source data, clearly detailed calculations, and explanations for choosing a particular calculation method), credible (identifying any uncertainty or biases surrounding data or related assumptions), and comprehensive (costs are neither omitted nor double counted). Identification of VistA’s costs remains important because VA plans to continue using the system during the department’s transition to the Cerner system over the next decade.

VA identified costs for VistA and its related activities adding up to approximately $913.7 million, $664.3 million, and $711.1 million in fiscal years 2015, 2016, and 2017, respectively—for a total of about $2.3 billion over the 3 years.43 However, of the $2.3 billion, the department was only able to demonstrate that approximately $1 billion of these costs were

41In the case of VistA, costs reflect the complexity of the system itself and the environment in which it operates, beyond a single program.

42GAO’s Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide describes a methodology for compiling an exhaustive and structured accounting of all resources and all costs required to develop and sustain a particular program or, in this case, a system. Specifically, the methodology describes the importance of documenting which costs are included and how they are calculated in detail, step by step, to provide enough information so that someone unfamiliar with the program or system could easily recreate or update cost calculations. Further, the methodology should include all assumptions and explanations for why particular data sets are chosen and why these choices are reasonable to allow for the assessment of the total accounting and the reliability of the cost data.

43We previously testified in June 2018 that preliminary costs reported by VA for VistA and related activities included approximately $1.1 billion, $899 million, and $946 million in fiscal years 2015, 2016, and 2017, respectively, for a total of about $3.0 billion over 3 years to support the system. Since that time, updates were made in OIT’s budget tracking tool and EHRM program officials revised the approach to estimating certain types of costs.
reliable. The department could not sufficiently demonstrate the reliability of the remaining approximately $1.3 billion of VistA costs that it identified. In addition, VA identified other categories of VistA-related costs, but omitted these costs from the total.

**VA Did Not Sufficiently Demonstrate the Reliability of Data for All VistA Costs**

Of the $2.3 billion total costs for VistA, VA demonstrated that only approximately $1 billion of these costs were reliable. Specifically, OIT officials identified VistA-related costs within seven categories. The officials were able to sufficiently explain why these categories were included in the development and sustainment costs for VistA and how they were documented by the department; the officials also presented detailed source data for our examination. As a result of our review, we determined that the cost data for these seven categories were accurate, well-documented, credible, and comprehensive and, thus, sufficiently reliable.  

Table 1 provides a summary of the program costs identified for VistA by OIT and VHA for fiscal years 2015 through 2017 that we determined to be reliable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Costs for the Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture (VistA) for Fiscal Years 2015 through 2017, as Identified by the Department of Veterans Affairs, That GAO Determined to Be Reliable</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VistA Evolution</td>
<td>$317,851,492</td>
<td>$101,214,171</td>
<td>$130,552,085</td>
<td>$549,617,748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>$55,811,302</td>
<td>$32,755,060</td>
<td>$51,617,011</td>
<td>$140,183,373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Lifetime Electronic Record Health</td>
<td>$45,854,411</td>
<td>$28,953,893</td>
<td>$6,356,457</td>
<td>$81,164,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Health Administration (VHA) - contracts</td>
<td>$45,004,395</td>
<td>$81,756,446</td>
<td>$76,044,882</td>
<td>$202,805,723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHA - intergovernmental personnel acts</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$928,152</td>
<td>$1,454,094</td>
<td>$2,382,246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHA - memorandums of understanding</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,013,984</td>
<td>$1,277,178</td>
<td>$2,291,162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHA - pay</td>
<td>$13,647,134</td>
<td>$10,556,875</td>
<td>$9,864,686</td>
<td>$34,068,695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$478,168,735</td>
<td>$257,178,581</td>
<td>$277,166,393</td>
<td>$1,012,513,709</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of data provided by the Department of Veterans Affairs. | GAO-19-125

---

OIT program costs excluded pay and administrative costs, which are not tracked within OIT by program.
As shown in the table, VA identified costs for the following seven categories for fiscal years 2015 through 2017:

- **VistA Evolution** – The VistA Evolution program costs were associated with VistA strategy, system design, product development, and program management. These costs totaled approximately $549.6 million.

- **Interoperability** – The Interoperability program focused on sharing electronic health data between VA and non-VA facilities, including private sector providers and DOD.\(^{45}\) For example, interoperability costs were associated with architecture, strategy, the Interagency Program Office, product development, and program management. These VistA-related costs totaled approximately $140.2 million.

- **Virtual Lifetime Electronic Record (VLER) Health** – This program focused on streamlining the transition of electronic medical information between VA and DOD.\(^{46}\) These VistA-related costs were associated with product development and program management and totaled approximately $81.2 million.

- **Contracts** – Contract costs for VistA Evolution included VHA’s obligations associated with workload management, change management, clinical requirements, and clinical interoperability. These VistA-related costs totaled approximately $202.8 million.

- **Intergovernmental personnel acts** – Intergovernmental personnel acts are agreements for the temporary assignment of personnel between the federal, state, and local governments; colleges and universities; Indian tribal governments; federally funded research and development centers; and other eligible organizations. These costs accounted for VHA’s need to use outside experts from approved entities for limited periods of time to work on VistA Evolution assignments. The total VistA-related costs were approximately $2.4 million.

- **Memorandums of understanding** – According to VHA, memorandums of understanding are agreements used by the administration to obtain the services of personnel between VA entities

---

\(^{45}\)The Interoperability program was previously reported under the Electronic Health Record Interoperability program.

\(^{46}\)VLER Health initially started in 2009. According to VA, this program is now referred to as the Veterans Health Information Exchange.
for VistA-related activities. These agreements accounted for approximately $2.3 million.

- **Pay** – Costs in this category included salaries for VHA staff who worked on VistA-related projects as well as travel, training, and supply costs associated with employment. These costs totaled approximately $34.1 million.

However, VA was not able to sufficiently demonstrate the reliability of approximately $1.3 billion in costs related to VistA. Specifically, OIT officials identified the additional legacy VistA costs of $1.3 billion that generally fell into three categories:

- **Legacy VistA: Infrastructure, hosting, and system sustainment** – Legacy VistA costs are generally related to the maintenance of fully operational items, such as VistA Imaging and Fileman—two key components related to VistA’s operation. The costs also included obligations for costs related to hosting health data in both VA and non-VA facilities. The OIT officials and subject matter experts estimated these total costs to be approximately $343 million during fiscal years 2015 through 2017.

  However, we were not able to determine the reliability of these costs because, for example, source data were not well documented; changes in the cost information provided to us during our review indicated that the cost data may not be credible; and subject matter experts were unclear about how to separate VistA costs from non-VistA costs.

- **Related software** – Related software costs are associated with the software supporting or closely integrated with VistA that were identified by EHRM officials, yet not tracked directly for one of the VistA-related programs. Both OIT and VHA identified software licensing costs as VistA-related obligations. The EHRM program

---

47 According to the VistA 4 Product Roadmap, VistA Imaging is the clinical imaging interface designed and developed by VHA to incorporate image and document data, and attach said data to the veteran’s EHR. It also provides specific applications used for telehealth. File Manager (referred to as FileMan) serves as the data base management system for VistA, providing both structure for the data in VistA’s database and the interface to VistA’s data.

48 Co-location is when an instance of VistA is hosted in a data center with other systems and includes costs, for example, of leasing space and related utilities.
reported these costs to be approximately $389 million in total during fiscal years 2015 through 2017.

However, we were not able to determine the reliability of the costs in this category for a variety of reasons, including that source data were not well documented. In addition, VA officials were not clear regarding how the total amounts in each category should be divided between OIT and VHA. Given this confusion, we were not able to determine if the costs were fully accurate or credible.

- **OIT personnel (pay and administrative)** – According to EHRM officials, OIT does not track labor costs by program. Instead, the department provided estimations of the amount of salaries paid to OIT government staff working on activities such as VistA Evolution, program management, and overall support of VistA and related applications. OIT personnel costs were estimated by the EHRM program office to be approximately $544 million total during fiscal years 2015 through 2017.

  However, we were not able to determine the reliability of costs in this category because assumptions made for estimating the personnel and salary costs were not well documented and could not be verified.

In addition, VA omitted certain VistA costs from the total costs identified for fiscal years 2015, 2016, and 2017. Specifically, VA omitted the following costs:

- **Additional hosting** – OIT officials stated that additional costs related to hosting health data by an outside vendor, as well as hosting backup VistA instances at each of the medical center sites, should also be included in the total costs for VistA; however, VA omitted these costs from the total for fiscal years 2015 through 2017. Specifically, according to the officials, calculating costs for these hosting activities requires subject matter experts to identify equipment, space, utilities, and maintenance costs for resources allocated specifically for VistA. However, the department has not yet developed a methodology to calculate the costs. The officials said they were working on identifying a reliable approach for calculating these costs in the future.

- **Data standardization and testing** – OIT officials stated that additional costs related to work on clinical terminology mapping and functional testing were not included in the total costs for VistA for fiscal years 2015 through 2017. This work related to mapping existing clinical data to national standards and making updates to VistA or the
Joint Legacy Viewer and included mapping data and building test scripts and reports. OIT officials noted that this work had been critical to the VistA Evolution program, but they did not provide actual cost data in this category.

The lack of sufficiently reliable and comprehensive costs indicates that the department is not positioned to accurately report the annual costs to develop and sustain VistA. This is due, in part, to the fact that VA has not followed a well-documented methodology that describes how the department determined the total costs for the system. In lieu of a methodology, OIT officials said that leadership and staff from the program took efforts to identify and track the cost components and contracts associated with the system. However, they noted that costs associated with VistA were not all clearly labeled as VistA in an IT system and it was necessary to estimate other costs. The officials were also unable to verify how VistA-related costs were separated from other department costs in all areas and subject matter experts were not consistently familiar with the estimation methods employed and how VistA was defined for the purposes of calculating costs. Further, VA officials noted that they were still working on the best approach to identifying and calculating omitted costs.

Without documenting the methodology for what costs are to be included and how they were identified and calculated, VA’s total does not accurately reflect the development and sustainment costs for VistA. As a result, the department, legislators, and the public do not have the comprehensive, reliable information needed to understand how much it actually cost to develop and maintain the system. Further, VA does not have the reliable information needed to make critical management decisions for sustaining the many versions of VistA over the next 10 years until the Cerner system is fully deployed.

VA has initiated a number of actions to prepare for the transition from VistA to the Cerner system. These actions include (1) taking steps to establish a program office reporting to senior agency management, (2) forming a governance structure, (3) conducting assessments at initial system deployment sites, (4) preparing program plans, and (5) setting an initial program baseline. These activities represent important initial steps to prepare for the transition to the new system. The program office is working to hire staff and establish a joint governance structure to coordinate with DOD on the departments’ efforts to implement the Cerner system.
Strong agency leadership support is a key factor that can increase the likelihood of a program’s success. For example, senior leadership can define a vision for the program and intervene when there are difficulties. Such leadership can come from the establishment of a program office with staff reporting to senior agency management.

VA took steps to establish a program office, under the leadership of the VA Deputy Secretary, to support the contract negotiations between the department and Cerner. Toward this end, in January 2018, the department moved the EHRM program office from OIT to directly report to the VA Deputy Secretary. Then, after the contract with Cerner was awarded in May 2018, a new program office—the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization—was established in June 2018 to plan and implement the EHRM program. The office is intended to coordinate with OIT and VHA leadership—specifically, VA’s CIO and VHA’s Under Secretary for Health—under the direction of an Executive Director. The Executive Director reports directly to the VA Deputy Secretary. Reporting to the Executive Director is the Deputy Executive Director, whose responsibilities include supporting the program’s execution and management, ensuring the program’s direction is in alignment with VA’s desired outcomes, and identifying strategic challenges related to the program.

The Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization also includes three management structures:

- The Chief Medical Office is responsible for overseeing strategy and planning efforts for change management, user testing and training, and business process re-engineering. It also leads communication efforts for the end users and deployment.

- The Technology and Integration Office is responsible for providing technical leadership, management, and oversight of IT. As such, the office approves technical requirements and supports interoperability with DOD, as well as performs information security, architecture, data migration and management, configuration management, infrastructure engineering, transition and data engineering, and development.

- The Program Management Office is responsible for, among other things, providing program control support for the scope, schedule,

---

49. **GAO, Information Technology: Opportunities for Improving Acquisitions and Operations, GAO-17-251SP (Washington, D.C.: Apr. 11, 2017) and GAO-12-7.**
quality, and risk management for the EHRM program; human resources support for the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization government staff; financial management for operating plans, budgets, cost estimates and reporting; test and evaluation support; and oversight of contracts providing staffing to the EHRM program.

As of May 2019, VA was still working to fully staff the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization. Figure 1 shows the organization of the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization.

Figure 1: Organization of the Department of Veterans Affairs’ Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization

According to program officials and the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization organization chart, the office is expected to be staffed by 289 government employees. These positions are expected to be filled by April 2020 and represent the staff required for the program to achieve its initial operational capability. According to the program’s January 2019
hiring plan, the office had begun its process to reassign staff and hire additional government employees.

VA also awarded a contract for program management support. According to EHRM program officials, the support contractor is to supplement the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization staff with program and project management support, technical support, community care support, and executive support and internal communications, among other areas. The support contractor provides about 370 personnel to deliver project management support. The contractor reported as of January 2019 that it had achieved the following accomplishments, among others:

- Developed a Project Readiness Assessment Report including roles, schedules, risk, and measures of success within the Chief Medical Office.
- Developed a survey to identify key clinical priorities for data migration related to patient safety and clinical quality.
- Coordinated the site visit schedule and logistics with initial operating capability sites and conducted site surveys at eight outpatient clinics.

By establishing a program office reporting to the Deputy Secretary, VA has begun to build a framework to demonstrate senior agency management support of the program. Establishing the program office also focuses oversight and program management of the EHRM program.

VA Has Established Program Governance and Is Working on Developing a Joint Management Structure with DOD

Implementing collaborative governance brings together key agency executives to discuss investment performance and increases accountability.\(^{50}\) In addition, it is critical for program officials to be actively engaged with stakeholders to ensure the success of a major acquisition.

The department has established a governance structure that includes multiple levels of governance bodies and stakeholders. In addition, VA has prepared charters for the governance boards and identified board membership. According to the charters for the governance bodies, the structure is intended to address technical and functional issues, as well as any joint management issues that arise between VA and DOD as both departments implement the Cerner EHR.

---

\(^{50}\)GAO-17-251SP and GAO-12-7.
As of January 2019, the EHRM program governance structure was comprised of a Steering Committee, Governance Integration Board, Functional Governance Board, Technical Governance Board, and EHR Councils. EHRM program officials have stated that the charters for these boards, which describe their membership and responsibilities, will continue to evolve as the program matures.

- The Steering Committee, the highest board in the program governance structure, advises the VA Secretary on the progress and performance of the EHRM program toward meeting program goals and outcomes and providing strategic direction on program implementation. This committee is chaired by the Deputy Secretary of VA. Voting members of the committee include, among others, the VA CIO and the Under Secretary for Health.

  According to the draft charter, the Steering Committee is expected to resolve any items that cannot be resolved at the level of the next lower-level board and is to meet at least quarterly. However, as of January 2019, the Steering Committee had not met. According to program officials, other reviews, such as a monthly program review with the Deputy Secretary, beginning in November 2018, have provided executive-level oversight of the EHRM program and have met the purpose of the Steering Committee.

- The Governance Integration Board is responsible for integrating and communicating efforts across all lower program governance boards (including the Functional Governance Board and the Technical Governance Board) to meet program goals and milestones. The board has three voting members: the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization Executive Director, the Assistant Deputy Under Secretary for Health, and the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for OIT. According to the charter, this board is expected to act as arbitrator between clinical, technical, and budget priorities and adjudicate items that cannot be resolved at the lower-level boards.

  In addition, the Governance Integration Board serves as the EHRM program Configuration Control Board. According to the charter, the board is to meet on a monthly basis. According to program officials and meeting minutes, as of January 2019, the Governance Integration Board had met six times.

- The Functional Governance Board is responsible for providing guidance on the functional and business community needs for the EHR modernization efforts. This board interacts with the Technical
Governance Board as a functional and business advisor. The Functional Governance Board is chaired by the program office’s Chief Medical Officer and includes members from a variety of VHA functional areas (e.g., nursing, community care, and patient safety). According to the charter, the board is to meet on a biweekly basis and is to provide guidance to address functional decisions escalated from the EHR Councils. According to program officials and meeting minutes, as of January 2019, the Functional Governance Board had met 10 times.

- The Technical Governance Board is responsible and accountable for all decisions related to EHRM program technical transformation efforts. The board is expected to provide technical decision recommendations and collaborate with DOD and other external partners. The chair of this board is the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization’s Chief Technology and Integration Officer. Other voting members include an OIT CIO representative and selected technical directors from within the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization. The board’s draft charter specifies that it is to meet on a biweekly basis. According to EHRM program officials, as of January 2019, the Technical Governance Board had met 16 times.

- The EHR Councils are working groups comprised of subject matter experts from both clinical and functional (i.e., business) domains that are to work with Cerner to provide input and recommendations for developing and validating standard workflows. As of October 2018, a total of 12 councils had been established to address clinical processes and six councils had been established to address business processes. A total of 121 VHA field office staff and 100 VHA central office staff were appointed to these councils.

In addition, the councils have eight planned national workshops and seven planned local workshops. These workshops are ongoing and are expected to be completed by October 2019. According to program officials, the national workshops are intended to establish a national baseline for workflow configuration decisions. The local workshops are to review the national baseline and make integration decisions to suit local needs.

Figure 2 depicts the relationships among VA’s EHRM program governance bodies.
In addition to the program’s governance, the Secretaries of VA and DOD issued a joint memorandum in September 2018 asserting the need to establish a joint management structure, which could have responsibilities beyond those currently within the purview of the Interagency Program Office.\(^{51}\) According to the agency officials, the joint management structure will be expected to leverage lessons learned by DOD from its experience in deploying the Cerner system, such as the timing of infrastructure upgrades. Further, in December 2018, the departments chartered a Joint Electronic Health Record Modernization Work Group to assess the departments’ existing EHR modernization strategies and efforts. According to its charter, the work group is also intended to develop and design recommended approaches, processes, and organizational structures to optimize the use of the departments’ resources in pursuit of EHR interoperability objectives.

\(^{51}\)According to the Director of the Interagency Program Office, the mission of the office is to lead and coordinate the adoption of and contribution to national health data standards to ensure interoperability across the DOD, the VA, and private sector health care providers.
The joint working group is to develop short- and long-term recommendations to support four objectives to provide:52

- a single accountable authority to facilitate decision-making and oversight;
- an organizational structure to support the delivery of a single, integrated EHR;
- coordinated clinical and business workflows; and
- a coordinated implementation plan and detailed timelines.

According to EHRM program officials, the joint working group is to define the joint management structure to be used to coordinate between the departments. According to the charter, the goal is for the recommended joint organization to be operational by the end of September 2019.

As previously discussed, according to EHRM program officials, the department determined that site-specific assessments are required to allow Cerner to appropriately identify the requirements for system implementation at each site. To refine the scope of work required for initial operating capability, Cerner and the department conducted assessments, beginning in July 2018, at the three sites identified to be part of the initial operating capability of the program. These site assessments included, among other things, an assessment of the IT infrastructure at each site and identification of site-specific requirements.

Additional site assessments are planned at every facility before the Cerner system will be deployed at each location. According to the task order, the assessments are expected to provide perspective on the current state of technical and clinical operations of each facility beyond VA’s current documentation. For example, Cerner is expected to document all interfaces with medical devices, third-party systems and other data sets at each site, as well as update monthly a site readiness checklist to inform comprehensive deployment planning.

According to the assessments of the three initial operating capability sites, a number of issues have been identified such as updating or
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52 According to the Joint Electronic Health Record Modernization Work Group project charter, any recommendations to be made by the group are intended not to impact existing VA and DOD cost, schedule, and performance plans.
replacing infrastructure and workstations to be compatible with the Cerner COTS system. In addition, according to the site assessments, the services offered by the department, such as telehealth and behavioral health, are generally more expansive than commercial deployments and will require increased collaboration between VA and Cerner to meet business and system requirements. Thus, the assessments are intended to position Cerner and the department to have more information readily available in order to better plan for site-specific issues prior to actual implementation.

VA Is Preparing Program Plans for Implementation

Program planning is critical for ensuring effective management of key aspects of an IT program and serves as the basis for controlling and managing project performance. These key aspects include, for example, identification of the program’s scope, responsible organizations, costs, and schedules.53

The Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization Executive Director approved an initial Program Management Plan for the EHRM program in November 2018.54 According to the plan, it is to be used to guide the management of the EHRM program and defines the program’s policies and processes necessary to achieve the program’s goals. It briefly defines the program’s scope and strategy, including the assumptions made. For example, according to the plan, the EHRM program assumes that VA and DOD will use a single instance of the Cerner system. Further, it states that both the legacy VistA data and EHRM data will be available to both VistA and new system users during the transition.

The Program Management Plan also identifies a series of subordinate plans that have been developed to further elaborate on specific program planning and execution activities. For example, the plan summarizes the Deployment Management Plan,55 which details the strategy and tasks required from initial site assessment through configuration, testing, training, change management, deployment, and transition to sustainment.


54VA, Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization, Program Management Plan, version 0.3, (Oct. 23, 2018).

The plan also describes the Schedule Management Plan,\(^\text{56}\) which defines the development and maintenance of the integrated master schedule for the life of the program. Thus, the Program Management Plan provides the guidance for where to look for key planning information for the department.

The EHRM program also developed a draft Risk Management Plan, dated September 2018, that defines how risk and issue planning, analysis, and management are to be implemented. The draft risk management process consists of risk identification and mitigation, including conducting risk management planning, identification, analysis, response planning, response identification, and monitoring. According to the plan, management of overall program risk is intended to keep risk exposure within an acceptable range and maximize the likelihood of achieving overall objectives.

In addition, the EHRM program developed plans for change management, communications, and training activities to ensure that VA clinicians, staff members, volunteers, and veterans understand and are ready for the changing systems and processes that will impact them. The initial versions of the plans were delivered by Cerner in November 2018. The program’s approach is to continue to evolve these plans as the program matures. By developing these program plans, VA is taking steps to ensure effective management of key aspects of the EHRM program.

**VA Established a Program Baseline for Achieving Initial System Deployments**

Baselined program plans act as a guide throughout the life of an investment to provide a basis for measuring performance, identify who is accountable for the deliverables, describe the implementation approach and interdependencies, identify key decisions, and embed quality assurance and reviews. Ultimately, baseline management demonstrates that a project is under financial and managerial control.\(^\text{57}\)

---

\(^{56}\)VA, Electronic Health Record Modernization (EHRM) Schedule Management Plan, (Draft), version 0.7, Mar. 31, 2018.

According to EHRM program officials, on October 30, 2018, the program conducted a review of the time period from contract award through initial operating capability. The review validated the scope of the program for the transition of VistA to the initial operating capability sites, identified an initial work breakdown structure, and included an integrated master schedule and a cost baseline. The results of this review established a baseline for the initial operating capability and changes to the baseline are subject to change control. Also, as a result of the review, the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization is to conduct monthly program reviews to inform the Deputy Secretary of the status of the EHRM program.

According to EHRM program officials, upgrades to the IT infrastructure are to be accomplished by OIT, and the local area network infrastructure is to be upgraded at all initial operating capability sites prior to implementation of the new system. As baselined, upgrades of end user devices are scheduled to be completed at the Mann-Grandstaff site by September 2019, the American Lake site by October 2019, and the Seattle site by November 2019. Program officials have stated that the goal is to have infrastructure upgrades at a site completed 6 months before the site begins to implement the Cerner system. However, in May 2019, EHRM program officials indicated that infrastructure updates may be delayed for the initial sites by up to 3 months.

After an evaluation of the initial operating capability, the EHRM program is to determine whether the minimum operational capabilities have been achieved. Figure 3 shows a timeline of the baselined implementation milestones for the initial sites, established at the review held in October 2018.

58 The scope of the initial operating capability provides detailed program, project, and product descriptions including deliverables, assumptions, and constraints, which set the framework to perform work. The work breakdown structure is a hierarchal representation of the work of the program represented by the discrete products or components produced and the sub-parts of those products or components. An integrated master schedule at the program level contains the necessary tasks and milestones that reflect the total integrated plans for each project within the program. The initial operating capability cost baseline identifies the planned costs for the EHRM program to include costs associated with the Cerner system, IT infrastructure costs at VA medical centers and other sites, and EHRM program management costs.

59 Examples of end user devices are desktop computers, laptops, and monitors.
The baseline review also included identifying and addressing program risks related to the Cerner system implementation. The review identified 10 program risks, prioritized the risks by probability and impact, and assigned mitigation plans for the risks. For example, the review identified the risk that if required infrastructure upgrades were not implemented, then VA would not be able to deploy a fully operational EHR system. The program identified development of acquisition strategies to address infrastructure requirements from the site assessments as an action to mitigate this risk.

By establishing a program baseline for the initial operating capability, VA has instituted a basis for measuring actual versus planned program
performance. In addition, the risk mitigation plans provide an approach to address the identified risks.

Conclusions

VA lacks a comprehensive definition of the VistA system that captures the complexity of the system, the environment in which it operates, and the local customizations that have evolved in the VistA instances over many years. Consequently, VA has engaged in efforts to provide additional insight into the system. The department plans to continue to conduct comprehensive site-specific assessments with Cerner to refine its understanding of the unique VistA instances and the environment in which the system operates. The continuation of planned site assessments should help VA better define VistA.

With regard to calculating costs for VistA, the department has identified reliable costs for approximately $1 billion in development and sustainment for the system over 3 fiscal years. However, VA was not able to sufficiently demonstrate the reliability of an additional $1.3 billion of costs identified and omitted other relevant costs from the total. The cost deficiencies existed largely because VA officials were uncertain about what to identify as part of VistA; documentation related to certain categories of costs was incomplete; and a documented methodology for identifying and reporting those costs does not exist. As a result, VA lacks the comprehensive and reliable cost information needed to make critical management decisions for sustaining the system and ensuring an accurate basis for reporting on the return on its investment for replacing VistA.

VA has taken a number of actions to prepare for the transition from VistA to the Cerner system, such as establishing and beginning to staff a program office, forming a governance structure, conducting site assessments at initial sites, preparing program plans to guide the initial implementation, and setting an initial program baseline to help guide implementation of the system at three key sites.

Recommendation for Executive Action

The Secretary of VA should direct the Under Secretary for Health and the Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology/Chief Information Officer to develop and implement a methodology for reliably identifying and reporting the total costs of VistA. The methodology should include steps to identify the definition of VistA and what is to be included in its sustainment activities, as well as ensure that comprehensive costs are corroborated by reliable data. (Recommendation 1)
Agency Comments and Our Evaluation

VA provided written comments on a draft of this report. In its comments (reprinted in appendix II), the department generally agreed with our conclusions and concurred with our recommendation. The department stated that it will provide the actions it plans to take to address the recommendation within 180 days. VA also provided technical comments, which we incorporated as appropriate.

We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees, the Secretary of VA, and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staffs have any questions on matters discussed in this report, please contact me at (202) 512-4456 or harrisc@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made major contributions to this report are listed in appendix III.

Carol C. Harris  
Director  
Information Technology Acquisition Management Issues
Our objectives were to: (1) determine the extent to which the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has defined the Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture (VistA), (2) evaluate VA’s annual costs to develop and sustain VistA, and (3) describe the actions VA has taken to transition from VistA to the Cerner system.

To address the first objective, we examined VA documentation including the VA Monograph, reports from the VA Systems Inventory, and documents listed in the VA Software Document Library. These documents were cited by VA officials as sources that define the VistA system and provide information on modules and interfaces. Our review and compilation of information from these three sources enabled us to describe the various sources used at the department to document information about the VistA system and identify the limitations of each source. We also examined the VistA Product Roadmap, which described modernization plans and achievements related to VistA. Further, we interviewed officials from the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) to obtain information on additional efforts undertaken by the department to further understand and define VistA.

In addition, we reviewed program documentation related to three analyses undertaken by VA to further define VistA. These analyses included the department’s efforts to ascertain variances between versions of VistA, identify components of VistA to be replaced by the Cerner System, and document the current state of a sample instance of VistA. For example, we examined VA documentation that described software modules available in the department’s VistA product and program documentation identifying components of VistA to be replaced by the Cerner system. In addition, our review of a visual mapping developed for Electronic Health Record Modernization (EHRM) program officials depicting the environment in which VistA operates allowed us to describe the size and complexity of the system and how it is used by the department.

Further, we compared the extent to which VA has defined VistA with criteria for defining information technology (IT) systems described in GAO’s Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government and our Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide.1 In addition, we reviewed EHRM
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program documentation related to site assessments that have taken place at initial operating capability sites and are planned for future sites. Specifically, we reviewed the relevant contract task order to understand how site assessments were planned and to identify site-specific gaps between the current VistA system in use and the target future Cerner system. We supplemented our documentation reviews with information obtained through interviews with officials from VA’s Office of Information and Technology (OIT), VHA, and the EHRM program office.

To address the second objective, we examined department documentation of costs associated with the development and sustainment (operation and maintenance) of VistA for fiscal years 2015, 2016, and 2017. These 3 fiscal years were selected because development and sustainment cost information for full fiscal years should have been available during the time period in which we conducted our evaluation. To compile the total costs, we examined all categories of costs identified by VA to determine reliability of the source data. We also discussed the methodology VA used related to identifying costs and estimating costs when source data was not available with officials from the EHRM program. We compared the identified cost data to best practices described in GAO’s Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide that are the basis for effectively capturing reliable program costs. The guide also describes the importance of documenting the methodology by which costs are included and how they are calculated in detail, step by step, to provide enough information so that someone unfamiliar with the program could easily recreate or update cost calculations.2

Specifically, we analyzed all cost documentation provided by the department over the course of our work. For example, OIT officials identified VistA costs tracked under three programs—VistA Evolution, Interoperability, and Virtual Lifetime Electronic Record (VLER) Health—and VHA officials reported that costs for the system were tracked separately from OIT through various types of contracts and agreements associated with VistA Evolution. In regard to the OIT and VHA program

2Fundamental characteristics of reliable costs are that they should be accurate (unbiased, not overly conservative or optimistic), well-documented (supportable with source data, clearly detailed calculations, and explanations for choosing a particular calculation method), credible (identifying any uncertainty or biases surrounding data or related assumptions), and comprehensive (costs are neither omitted nor double counted). See GAO, GAO Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide: Best Practices for Developing and Managing Capital Program Costs, GAO-09-3SP (Washington, D.C.: March 2009).
data, VA provided detailed source data that we analyzed for reliability and verified the calculations of costs identified over the course of our work.

We also examined the documentation and controls related to the IT systems VA identified as the source of these cost data. The systems included OIT’s Budget Tracking Tool and VA’s Financial Management System. Further, we discussed the nature of the cost data, the rationale behind why each cost line item was included, and any anomalies found during our analysis with cognizant OIT and VHA officials. For example, anomalies included omitted contract numbers or transposed entries in summary tables. As a result of these efforts, OIT and VHA were able to sufficiently demonstrate the reliability of the program data for the purpose of calculating costs for VistA.

Officials from the EHRM program also identified costs that were not directly tracked under the program areas previously mentioned. OIT and VHA relied upon subject matter experts or vendors to identify costs or to calculate estimates for cost categories such as sustainment, maintenance, co-location, hosting, pay, administrative, and infrastructure costs related to VistA operations. We analyzed the data provided for reliability consistent with GAO Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide over the course of our work.

Further, we discussed the nature of the cost data, the rationale behind why each cost line item was included, and any anomalies found during our analysis with cognizant OIT and VHA officials. We also interviewed OIT and VHA subject matter experts and vendors identified by VA to examine the rationale or methodology for how the costs were identified and estimated. During the course of our work, VA continued to revise these estimates as part of the department’s efforts to identify the costs for VistA and could not provide a consistent, documented methodology for how the costs were calculated or provided only summary costs that could not be analyzed. As such, VA was not able to sufficiently demonstrate the reliability of legacy VistA, related software, and OIT personnel costs for our purpose of calculating the total costs for VistA. This report does not conclude that the data are unreliable, only that a reliability determination could not be made during the course of our work. However, given the importance of these related costs to VistA, we have summarized and reported these costs in the total cost amount for VistA to more accurately approximate the magnitude of total costs, but have not reported itemized costs in these areas.
Finally, the department identified that there were additional costs that should be included in the compilation of the total costs for VistA related to additional hosting costs and data standardization and testing. However, the department did not provide such data to include in the total costs for VistA.

To address the third objective, we examined the department’s decision memorandums and charters establishing the Office of Electronic Health Record Modernization and the EHRM program to manage VA’s transition from VistA to Cerner. We also examined the statement of work for the program support contract as well as VA’s draft charters, program briefings, and organization charts that describe plans to govern the program to acquire the Cerner system. Specifically, we examined VA’s plans to establish a structure for governing technical and functional issues and joint decisions that arise with the Department of Defense.

To understand how site assessments were used to refine the scope of work, we examined the site assessment task order and the site assessment reports. To understand how the program office plans to manage the program, we examined the EHRM Program Management Plan and subordinate plans that guide the management of the program and describe ongoing efforts to define the policies and processes necessary to achieve the program’s goals. To address the program’s establishment of an initial program baseline, we examined the decision memorandum approving the award of the Cerner contract, the briefings presented to program stakeholders at the initial program baseline review, and the documents supporting the program baseline review. We supplemented our analysis with information obtained through interviews with relevant department officials including the Executive Director and Chief Technology and Integration Officer for the EHRM program.

We conducted this performance audit from August 2017 to July 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
Appendix II: Comments from the Department of Veterans Affairs

THE SECRETARY OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
WASHINGTON

JUL 18 2019

Ms. Carol C. Harris
Director
Information Technology Acquisition
Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Ms. Harris:

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has reviewed the Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) draft report, "ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS: VA Needs to Identify and Report System Costs" (GAO-19-125).

The enclosure provides technical comments as well as sets forth the actions to be taken to address the GAO draft report recommendation.

VA appreciates the opportunity to comment on your draft report.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Wilkie

Enclosure
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Comments to
“ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS: VA Needs to identify
and Report System Costs”
(GAO-19-125)

**VA Recommendation:** The Under Secretary for Health and the Assistant Secretary for Information and Technology/Chief Information Officer should develop and implement a methodology for reliably identifying and reporting the total costs of VistA. The methodology should include steps to identify the definition of VistA and what is to be included in its sustainment activities, as well as ensure that comprehensive costs are corroborated by reliable data.

**VA Comment:** Concur. The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) generally agrees with GAO’s conclusions and concurs with GAO’s recommendation to the Department. VA will provide the actions to be taken to address the GAO draft report recommendation in the 180-day update to the final report.
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